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Hobby Hacking Theme Suggestions 
 
We recommend investing in a premium theme.  

 

You might be thinking “why do I have to buy a premium theme? How much money do I need 

to spend to get my site up and running?” 

 

The answer is not much. Premium themes typically cost between $35 and $100, with the 

average being around $60.  

 

Technically, you don’t have to buy a premium theme. You can go with one of the many free 

themes WordPress offers.  

 

If money is really tight, it’s totally ok to do this. 

 

But a premium theme is generally not only going to make your life easier as you get started, 

but it will make your site look better as well. 

 

There are a couple of reasons why premium themes are better: 

 

● Responsive: This means the theme will automatically format itself on mobile devices, 

making it easier to read 

● Easy to use: Premium themes usually have built in backends where you can make 

tweaks and changes with just a few clicks rather than needing code 

● Professional design: Premium themes just look good, they are professionally 

designed with specific goals in mind for the site 

● Feature heavy: Most premium themes will have added built in features or even 

plugins you can use to improve your site and the user experience 

● Support: When something goes wrong, you want to have a robust support team that 

can help you fix things 

 

Ok those are the basics of premium WordPress themes.  

 

There are also a couple of things you want to keep in mind for your own project too. 

Depending on what kind of hobby hacking project you’re going to create, you might need 

special features like: 

 

● Review or rating system 

● Coupon system 

● Gallery 
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● Videos 

● Storefront 

● Portfolio 

 

So, if you know you need any of these particular, keep those in mind as you search. 

Here are a few suggestions for themes that can work really well with your own hobby 

hacking project: 

 

● Bucket 

● Smart Passive Income  

● Voice 

● Examiner Magazine 

● Publisher 

https://themeforest.net/item/examiner-magazine-theme/12323814?s_rank=15
https://themeforest.net/item/publisher-magazine-blog-newspaper-and-review-wordpress-theme/15801051?s_rank=24
https://themeforest.net/item/bucket-a-digital-magazine-style-wordpress-theme/6107209
https://my.studiopress.com/themes/smart-passive-income/
https://themeforest.net/item/voice-clean-newsmagazine-wordpress-theme/9646105?

